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I

Editor’s Notes

n last year’s issue of the Kiwi Outpost, I appealed in my
Editor’s Notes for someone to put up his/her hand to take
over from me as editor. I was disappointed that my plea
fell on deaf ears—or, should I say, on blind eyes! I feel that
I am getting a bit ‘long in the tooth’ and would love to see a
younger person with fresh ideas take over the mantle.
Who will take up this challenge?
It is with sadness that we mourn the passing of our two
members, Ron Pilbrough and Archie Moulds. (Refer to our
Chairman’s Report on page 3 for full details and to pages 8
and 9 for the Obituaries.)
Also in our Chairman’s Report are details of the new
District Structure. Following up on this, I would like to see a
section entitled ‘District Notes’ in future Kiwi Outposts
following the form of ‘Station Notes’ published in the original
Outpost of the BSA Police. Communication from the nine
Districts for publication would be valuable to all our readers.
The Southern Rhodesia Women’s Auxiliary Police Service
(SRWAPS) is discussed on page 21. Andrew Field, Honorary
Life Vice President of the Regimental Association has
appealed for more information, photographs or negatives in
order that the ladies of this valuable service can be honoured
and recorded for posterity.
I hope that you enjoy the content of this issue and would
ask for constructive comments or criticism. We have a section
‘Inpost, for letters to the editor—please make use of it.
I thank all contributors for their articles and pass on my
best wishes to all readers, their family and friends.
Hlala Guhle.
DL
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Chairman’s Report

t is with much pleasure that I present my
annual report for the New Zealand
Branch. My first duty is to express my
grateful appreciation and thanks to our very
able committee members—all of whom have
been pro-active and responsive to requests
and meetings. We are very fortunate to have
able and willing members and an Honorary
Secretary and Treasurer, Mike Harvey
(6121), who gently steers us along the right
path. I am sure I can speak on behalf of all of
our members when I express our collective
thanks and appreciation for Mike’s patience,
commitment and valued support in this critical and central role.
Thanks of course are extended to our
newly appointed District Officers who’s task
it is to build on their collective regions and
develop a strong rapport with their members.
This is essential for the camaraderie of the
Association.
Last year we embarked on a drive to decentralise the activities away from the Auckland “bambazonke” bias. I’m thrilled that
seven members from these districts have accepted the challenge to pursue our objectives
to get this plan off the ground. These officers
are:
1—North District – Eric Dickinson (7754)
2—Auckland – Mike Harvey, (6121)
3—Taranga/Waikato–Winston Hart (5872)
4—Wellington – John Worden (5334)
4A—Wellington outer–Bill Money (8363),
5—South Island – Tony Connolly (8089),
5A—South Island Outer–Stuart Wood
(6208)
Where would we be without our Kiwi
Outpost. This is an important document and
very dear to all of us. It serves not only as a
tool to share and express our views and news;

it offers a good opportunity for members
to record lasting memories of their careers as policemen many years ago—
forming a basis and a record of historical
accounts.
The task of Editor is no easy matter
and can be quite frustrating in generating,
collecting together material and then producing a noteworthy Kiwi Outpost magazine which will be of interest to our
members and the other branches of the
Association.
Our sincere thanks for this arduous
task go out to Dave le Sueur (5333) for a
job well done—and much appreciated by
our members. The quality and printing of
the magazine has been exceptional.
Dave’s commitment and dedication to
the Kiwi Outpost has been exemplary.
Our Association membership is becoming more mature and unfortunately
some of our members have passed on. It
is with a great deal of sorrow that we
bade farewell to two of our good members.
Arthur (Archie) Ambrose Moulds
(NRP) from Katikati passed away peacefully at his home on 27th August 2015.
Archie joined the Northern Rhodesia
Police in 1957 as an Assistant Inspector
and Band Master and resigned in 1960.
On Archie’s arrival in New Zealand, he
and his wife Aileen, also a member of the
NRP, joined the BSA Police Regimental
Association, New Zealand, as an Associate Member and In September 2015 we
published a Blue & Old Gold biography
and details to commemorate his life (refer
to page 9 where the obituary is repeated).
Ron Pilbrough (4757) from Christ-
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church passed away after a long battle on
the 5th November 2015. Ron attested into
the Force on 2/7/1951 and was posted to
Bulawayo where he served 18 years. He
was commissioned and became Border
Control Officer Mashonaland from 1968
to 1973, then Officer Commanding
Wankie in 1973. In 2004, Ron was
awarded a SPECIAL SERVICES
AWARD for twenty five years unbroken
attendance at Annual General Meetings of
the New Zealand Branch between the
years of 1979 and 2004. Ron was our
Welfare Officer, looking at the Zimbabwean pension debacle and took a keen
interest in the Branch and keeping us on
the straight and narrow. A short biography was published in our local version of
the Blue & Old Gold in November 2015
(refer to page 8 where the obituary is repeated).
Both Archie and Ron, our loyal supporters and contributors, will be greatly
missed. We extend our condolences of
heartfelt sympathy to both Aileen and
Carol and their respective families on their
loss.
On a brighter note, our past Chairman
and Honorary Life Member CA (Bill)
Schollum (3693) celebrated his 102nd
Birthday on 20 January 2016 and is the
oldest surviving ex-member of the Force.
Bill retired as a Superintendent and is our
Force’s only centenarian. Bill holds a
SENIOR SERVICES AWARD for unparalleled leadership and dedication to the
New Zealand Branch.
Activities of the Past Year
We continued to increase our membership, and are aware of the ongoing welfare to our members who may be sufferPage 4

ing ill health. To this end, the committee
has been looking for a member to take on
the role as a Welfare Officer; and I would
ask that any member interested in fulfilling
this role and function, to please let me
know.
This year saw the establishment of District Contacts so as to break away from the
Auckland label of hogging all the events to
themselves. This structure we feel will
hopefully stimulate a social contact with
members within the districts. Five districts
were established and District Officers were
elected. The scheme has been slow to get
off the ground, but has achieved some
positive success. Hopefully, some social
contact and interaction will come about
from this.
Events
DISTRICT 2, AUCKLAND
Annual General Meeting
We conducted our AGM on the 9th May
2015 at the Silverdale RSA Club. Our
speakers were Jack Maddox (27154) and
Mike Harvey (6121)—both of whom entertained us with historical and humorous
accounts of their service in Rhodesia.
Twenty-six members and guests attended,
the latter including Peter and Nikki Butler
from the UK Branch, who were visiting
their daughter in New Zealand. This was a
very pleasant surprise.
I had great pleasure of awarding our past
Chairman, Peter Burridge (7750) with his
HONORARY LIFE MEMBERSHIP in
recognition of his long and outstanding
service to the Branch.
DISTRICT 5, SOUTH ISLAND
Christchurch Social Gathering
Sue and Tony Connolly (8089) organ-
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ised a gathering at their home for members
who could make it. It was a real ‘when-we’
meeting with people recalling all sorts of
memories of where they had been posted
and discussed the many characters they
knew in the force. After a few wines the
members agreed to meet up again once the
weather warmed up An account of the day
and a photograph was circulated in a Blue
& Old Gold in June. This is a good example of what we hope other Districts will
emulate over this coming year.
DISTRICT 3, TAURANGA/WAIKATO
Cambridge Christmas Luncheon
It was agreed to hold our Christmas
Luncheon event away from Auckland and
the challenge was taken up by the Waikato
District. Winston Hart (5872) and Dave le
Sueur (5333) arranged the gathering for 23
members at the Cosmopolitan Club, Cambridge. Our guest speakers were Roy
Welch and Wendy Graham.
Roy spoke of his CID experiences, the
Crocodile Gang attack in Melsetter and the
Operation Cauldron exploits.
Wendy gave us a woman police officer’s
perspective of a policewoman’s lot.
It was a most enjoyable day and the opportunity for the Aucklanders to get out of
their bustling city to experience tranquil
Cambridge and accept that these events
can be held in another region.
DISTRICT 2, AUCKLAND
Anzac Day Parade
Members of the Association are always
in attendance and did so again in 2015 at
the Hobsonville RSA.
At the time of writing, the 2016 ANZAC
day parade will take place on the 25th April
at Hobsonville RSA—and by the time you
read this another ceremony will have been

held.
This parade is always well supported and
the BSAP have a strong showing with most
of us having taken to wearing blue berets
complete with BSAP badge—probably not
technically correct, but effective none-theless. Similar berets were once worn by the
Salisbury police reserve vintage Armoured
Car Unit maintained in Depot. I am not
aware of any other occasions when berets
were worn, possibly someone may enlighten
me.
These parades always provide a good
opportunity to catch-up with the other
armed forces and as a collective group, The
Rhodesians are always extended a warm
welcome and recognition.
Members’ booklet
Further to our existing publications on
short biographies, I intend to finalise the
New Zealand Branch members' booklet.
We currently have fifteen members’ biographies completed and we still require 39
members to complete a short account of
their experience in the BSA Police.
I do require your urgent help in this regard please; so that I am able to finalise this
publication. All that is needed is a paragraph of some 250 words with a photograph
of then and of now. We call on you to do
your bit please. If you require help in this
regard, your committee is only too happy to
assist you.
This publication will be available at most
events, giving members and their guests an
opportunity to page through it. It is also
intended to be made available in an electronic file format.
Constitution
During the last few months the BSA Police Regimental Association has written up
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a new Constitution and Rules and to be
debated by the many branches. It has
come up with some lively debate pointing out the introduction of more redtape.
Your committee has discussed it at
length and have met to debate our position as a Branch. Before we had a
chance to submit our submission, another Constitution and Rules has been
produced and the ongoing debate will
continue. This matter is regarded with
utmost importance and is approached
with due diligence. Our proposals on this
will be tabled at this AGM for ratification by the Branch.
Wellbeing of our members
Bill Schollum (3693) our past Chairman who celebrated his 102nd birthday in
January 2016, lives in Napier where we
are advised he is in good health and enjoys his new surroundings.
Kathleen Clayton (WAP59) has
moved to a new abode, Generally she is
well but has her ups and downs – she is a
nonagenarian (94).
Jack Fisher (4004) celebrated his
ninetieth birthday in June.
Mike Harvey (6121) distinguishes
himself with a walking stick and limp –
Stagger Lee!
Honorary Member Doris Cottam has
been faced with a medical problem and
has undergone chemotherapy and we
wish her well with her challenge.
Welfare is an important issue that the
Association faces, and it’s earnestly
hoped that, with the local liaison by district officers, health issues or other concerns of our members are brought timeously and speedily to our committee’s
attention. We endeavour to give moral
Page 6

support when needed.
In Summary
The Association continues to forge
ahead as a link with former members of
the Force, to share our experiences. The
Branch is in good health, spirit and relatively sound financially. We may be
small in number but as a group we can
be strong and will continue to live up to
the high ideals of the Force and Regiment.
In closing, I thank all members, their
wives and partners, for their unstinting
support of our Association, which represents an important part in our lives.
Without your support our Association
would not enjoy the fruits of success that
it currently experiences.
I wish you all well in the year ahead
and look forward to increased District
activities so that we can all share the
benefits and enjoyment of each other’s
company. Thank you all and everyone.
Steven McIntosh-Doná (10431)
Chairman
BSAP Regimental Association
New Zealand Branch
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CURRENT MEMBERS
B. S. A. P. REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION MEMBERS AND EX MEMBERS OF THE
NORTHERN RHODESIA POLICE IN NEW ZEALAND AS AT 01.04.2016
21684T F/R BARNETT, John Edward

(Anne)

27154 F/R

MADDOX, Jack C

(Jeanette)

5082/6675E BEACH, Dennis Kenneth

(Valda)

5546/7307

MONEY, Bill W E

(Pat)

9149/10972 BELL, Kevin

(Lyn)

8363

MURRAY, Bill

(Valerie)

(Barbara)

902749NS

NELSON, Brennan Kerr

6516

NORTH, Christopher

6184

OLDKNOW, John Arthur (Red)

7750

BURRIDGE, Peter C

8690

CAMPION, Ian T

WAP59

CLAYTON, Kathleen

110804

CLEMENTS, Mel

(Sue)

12933G F/R PRESTON, Ted

(Joan)

8089

CONNOLLY, Tony

(Sue)

5057/6148

ROBINSON, Malcolm

(Joan)

8543

CRISP, John

(Fay)

4623

ROFFEY, Maurice

(Audrey)

6347

CUNLIFFE-STEEL, Philip J C

3693

SCHOLLUM, Cyril A (Bill)

5105

DAVIES, John Owen

(Sheila)

23301B F/R TAYLOR, Paul Kingsley

7754

DICKINSON, Eric G

(Lynette)

9148

TINKER, Kevin James

4004

FISHER, Jack

8133

WARD, D Peter J

8216

FRASER, Duncan

4947

WELCH, Roy William

9583

FREARSON, Craig

6206

WOOD, Stuart James

8399/9096

GARLICK, Ian M

(Margie)

5334

WORDEN, A John

(Joy)

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (NRP)

9926/FR22833

(DeidreAnn)

(Doreen)

GILLETT, Robert

(Michele)

(Brenda)

(Mariana Niehaus)

WP147

GRAHAM, Wendy E

(John)

NRP

9567

HARRINGTON, Gavin K

(Annette)

HONORARY MEMBERS

5872

HART, Winston B J

(Felicity)

Hon

ARCHER, Joan

6121

HARVEY, Michael G

Hon

BATT, Helen

5339

HOPPER, Richard J S (Dick) (Lyn)

Hon

COOPER, Pat

111050

LAWN, Dave

Hon

COTTAM, Doris (Widow of the late Terry)

8115

LEAKEY, Nigel Patrick

Hon

DAVIES, Brian

(Joan)

8648

LEMMER, Dave Michael

Hon

GLYNN, John D

(Beth)

5333

LE SUEUR, David H (Dave) (Yvonne) Hon

McMANUS, Mona (Widow of the late Greg)

7703

LLOYD, Leslie Eric

(Myra)

Hon

PILBROUGH, Carol (Widow of the late Ron)

4980

McCALLUM, Lyndsay

(Norma)

Hon

REYNOLDS, John S

10431

McINTOSH-DONA, Steve

(Kim)

Hon

TODD, Irene

(Tiffany Logan)
(Caroline)

LANE, Fred

(Ann)

(Widow of the late Tony)

(Bess)

(Widow of the late Guy)

(Chairman)
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BSA Police Memorial Roll
From the BSAP website, with kind permission, we sadly report the passing of the
following Old Comrades and extend to their families and friends our deepest sympathy.

In memory of our former colleagues
who passed on between 1st January, 2016 and
1st April, 2016 — in reverse date order:
BANNERMAN, James Hugh 'Tacky' or 'Tackies', (6442/7369 - P/O) on 23 Mar 2016 Harare, Zimbabwe.
GALE, Yvonne Carmen (nee Snook), (WP132—W/P/O) on 23 Apr 2015, Centurian, RSA
FLAVELL, Robert Hugh ‘Digger’, (3335Z P/R Sectn. Ldr.) 9 Mar 2016 - Scottburg, RSA
SUDBURY, Kevin Russell (8969 – Inspr.) on 03 Mar 2016 - Kimberley, RSA.
TRIGG, Peter Edwin Alexander (9791 – P/O) on 29 Feb 2016 - Rhodes, Greece.
GALE, Michael John (7371 – P/O) on 23 Feb 2016 - Capetown, RSA.
NAPIER (nee McLean), Lynette Sheena 'Lyn' (WP99 – W/P/O) on 22 Feb 2016 Leicester, UK.
SAUNDERS, Peter (7061 – Inspr.) on 22 Feb 2016 - Aldershot, UK.
ROYSTON, Karen Anne (WP245 – W/P/O) on 19 Jan 2016 - Gympie, Queensland, Aust.
HALL, Timothy Joseph, (110971 – P/O) on 18 Jan 2016 - Ankara, Turkey.
MUNRO, Donald (5324 – Const.) on 12 Jan 2016 - Kimberley, RSA.
MAGUIRE, Frank Philip, PMM, PLSM (4468 – C/Inspr.) on 11 Jan 2016 Kenilworth, UK

In memory of our former colleagues
who passed on between 22nd March, 2015 and
31st December, 2015 — in reverse date order:
MILLS, Philip Leonard 'Phil' (5466 - D/Inspr.) on 29 Dec 2015 - Harare, Zimbabwe.
ANDERSON, Robin Adrian Hamilton 'Rob' (5835 – C/Supt.) on 17 Dec 2015
East London, RSA.
EDGE, Derrick (6499/7792 – P/O) on 11 Dec 2015 - Herberton, Queensland, Australia.
WALTON, Frederick John Stuart (5040 – Const.) on 6 Dec 2015 - California, USA.
TUBBS, Robert Charles (8118 – D/Inspr.) on 2 Dec 2015 - Pretoria, RSA.
CUTTING, Peter Nigel (8105 – D/S/O) on 2 Dec 2015 - Andover, UK.
ATKINSON, Philip Whitbread (3801 – Sgt.) on 27 Nov 2015 - Sunninghill, RSA.
STEVENSON, Phillip 'Phil' (10225 – P/O) on 17 Nov 2015 - Chiang Mai, Thailand.
MERCER, Charles Maurice 'Joe' [88] (4572 – Const.) killed tragically on 9 Nov 2015
Kendal, Cumbria, UK.
TOMS, Stanley Barrymore 'Barry', aged 81 (5667 – S/O) on 9 Nov 2015 - Hillcrest, RSA.
Page 10
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PILBROUGH, Ronald, [aged 82] (4757 – A/Commr.) on 5 Nov 2015 - Christchurch, NZ
PRETORIUS, Barend Godfried 'Ben', (7552 – D/Inspr.) on 30 Oct 2015 Pietermaritzburg, RSA.
STANYON, Nigel Derek (C957/10203 – P/O) on 30 Oct 2015 - Alexandra Headland,
Queensland, Aust.
PARNABY, Maurice Brian, (5210 – Const.) 20 Oct-2015 - Cockermouth, Cumbria, UK.
HEUGH, Malcolm Vernon, (5012 – Const.) passed in 2013 - Douglas, Isle of Man, UK.
RILEY, David Anthony (5635 – D/Const.) on 14 Oct 2015 - St Albans, UK.
McCRORY, Alan James (4680 – C/Inspr.) on 09 Oct 2015 - Melbourne, Aust.
McNAMARA, David Frank Hughs (6539 – Inspr.) on 09 Oct 2015 - Edenvale, RSA.
LEONARD, Hermanus Jan 'Manie' (8272 - A/Commr.) on 25 Sep 2015 - Centurion, RSA.
STREET, Brian Patrick (6839 – Det/P/O) on 18 Sep 2015 - Swansea, Wales, UK.
SIMPSON, Ian Paul (7093 – P/O) on 19 Sep 2015 - Harare, Zimbabwe.
WHITNEY, David Edward (5504 – Const.) on 20 Jul 2015 - Adelaide, Aust.
JOHNSON, Mark Lee (10299 – P/O) on 13 Sep 2015 - Johannesburg, RSA.
WEIMER, Thomas Edward William 'Tim' (4158 – Supt.) on 01 Sep 2015 New Milton, UK. [Hon. Life Vice President, Regimental Association.]
MALLON, Derek Edward 'Ted' (4622 - C/Supt.) on 20 Aug 2015 – Harare, Zimbabwe.
DARKES, Donald 'Don' (4603 – Sgt.) on 27 Jul 2015 - Scottburgh, RSA.
INGLIS, Christopher John 'Chris' (7547/9130 - S/S/O) on 17 Jul 2015 Weston Super Mare, UK.
BLACK, Alistair James, [aged 79] (6001 – Inspr.) on 13 Jul 2015 - Maidstone, UK.
WEST, Robert James 'Bob' (8634 – D/S/O) on 08 Jul 2015 - Calgary, Canada.
McDONNELL, Brian (5680 - D/Sgt.) on 29 Jun 2015 - Harare, Zimbabwe.
OSBOURN, David Bazalette (7462 – P/O) on 27 Jun 2015 - UK.
CLEMENTS, John Vernon (5084 – C/Inspr.) on 19 Jun 2015 - Saffron Walden, UK.
WHITELEY, Stuart Leonard, CBE, OStJ, QPM (4878 – Const.) on 05 Jun 2015 Framlingham, UK.
COX, Anthony Paine Hamilton 'Tony' (4135 C/Inspr.) on 02 Jun 2015 - Earls Colne, UK.
LONDON, Robert John 'Jack' (6255 C/Inspr.) on 22 May 2015 - Sedgefield, RSA.
ADSHEAD, David Ralph (5468 S/O) on 20 May 2015 - High Bickington, UK.
FRASER-MILNER, Ronald Charles 'Percy' (4584 Sgt.) on 10 May 2015 - Gloucester, UK.
MORTON, Clive Reginald 'Paddy' (5329 S/O—10511 Inspr.[T]) on 05 May 2015 Taunton, UK
DAY, Michael Vernon (5132 Supt.) on 01 May 2015 - George, RSA.
JAMIESON (nee Jackson) , Janice Lynn (WP347 W/P/O) on 28 Apr 2015 - Montague
RSA.
BAKER, John Houghton (3941 C/Inspr.) on 23 Apr 2015 - Sherborne, UK.
PURKINS, Gerald Ansel (5186/5778 S/O) on 19 Apr 2015 - Pretoria, RSA.
ALLUM, Peter Kevin 'PK', CLM, OLM, PLSM, RGSM (3939 Commissioner from Feb 78
to Aug 80 [Cessation of the British RSA Police] continuing at Commissioner with
the ZRP until Feb 82) on 17 Apr 2015 - Caltonville, RSA.
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The Wild Hermit
John ‘Red’ Oldknow (6184)

I

had been stationed at Filabusi for about two
months in 1960 and was beginning to understand a little of what was involved in policing
a large rural district comprising: Tribal Trust
Land, Native Purchase Areas, small workers
mines (mainly gold and scheelite) and a European
farming area of cattle ranches.
One morning at the breakfast table Constable
Tim Allen (5997), who, having spent the past year
on the station, and was awaiting transfer on his
pending promotion, informed me that I was listed
on the three monthly motor cycle patrol of No.1
Farming Area for which he had until now been
responsible. Over fried eggs and toast he roared
with laughter and regaled me with some of his
experiences after stumbling through the bushy
mountain area to visit one of the property owners—the wild and dirt-streaked hermit who lived
with some untamed long haired goats and baboons, surviving on bush fruit and berries. Dougal Fletcher was quite a character with long hair,
knife, whip and Tarzan-type skin loin garment. He
had an aggressive attitude towards anybody whom
he thought might harm anything belonging to
nature—be it a bee, bird or buck!
It was not possible to merely visit a property
without ascertaining the wellbeing of the occupants and obtaining a signature on the patrol sheet
from the property owner or responsible resident
including the recording of any complaints in the
column provided. This particular visit normally
took most of the day to complete successfully and
remained the duty of the same policeman as long
as possible in order for familiarity to grow between him and the hermit. This facilitated locating
and making contact with him on repeat visits during the year.
On my first patrol to the area, African Constable
Mawire, an Ndebele who had previously accompanied Tim, settled himself on the pillion seat
behind me and we set off on the 350 cc Suzuki,
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the better of the two motor cycles on the station. The station Land Rover would not be
able to negotiate the narrow overgrown track
leading up to the mountain.
Nobody in the entire district had set eyes on
Dougal Fletcher for the past 16 years, except
the few policemen visiting him, and a
neighbour, Jack Nash, for a few brief minutes
on one occasion. This was when Dougal
appeared out of the bush and spoke to Jack
who was repairing a cattle fence. Dougal
lived in the bush at the base of a mountain on
a ranch of several thousand acres of which he
was the legal owner. Having been granted the
land as an ex-serviceman at the end of the
second World War, he had never bothered to
collect the title deeds from the Surveyor General`s office in Salisbury.
Like tight rope riders, we whistled up the
narrow, left tar strip on the road to Shabani,
peaked caps pulled down on foreheads with
chinstraps straining against the wind flow
(crash helmets only to be issued many years
later). We travelled through Huntley and Fort
Rixon via Whites Run Road. Some 16 miles
along this road, with a mountain range on our
left, Mawire shouted in my ear to `hamba
gahle,` (slow down). We crept along and
after a few false stops he found the overgrown
track on the left. Ducking and twisting along
this in low gear to avoid the thorny hooks on
the many `wag-n-bietjie` bushes we proceeded carefully for a few kilometres and then
parked the bike and searched in the side
bushes for a small twelve inch cairn of rocks
put there by Mawire on a previous visit. This
indicated where to set off on foot through
grass and thickets to find the hermit.
We headed up the base of the mountain
towards a distant line of trees larger and
greener than the rest, leather leggings warding
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off thorns and grass seeds. Forty five minutes
later, dripping with sweat, we arrived at a large
marula tree with a small clearing beneath it. A
mud and daub rondavel with a roughly
thatched roof and some sticks across the lower
half of the door stood there, but no sign of any
life. However, a few hot ashes in a depression
in the dirt were seen. It consisted of just the
one room covered in fresh goat droppings.
There was no sign of bed or bed clothes, just a
small box on its side with a hinged door and a
few tins. Goats and Dougal slept in the same
hut!
Mawire then started to shout: “Where are
you, where are you!?” He explained that Dougal would only reply in about an hour when he
could see we were determined to find him.
Some thirty minutes later we heard a distant
reply and started off towards it—still calling
frequently. Out of the bush walked an apparition shouting: “Get away you black bastard!”
Mawire his ground bravely and I continued
slowly towards Dougal who was still directing
his shouts at Mawire. When only a dozen
paces remained between us he appeared to
change his attitude, accepting my presence.
He then greeted me and asked how we had
found him and what did we want.
He stood about 5 feet 7 inches, with long
brown hair almost to his waist, front and back,
and a massive unruly beard. He was nude apart
from a thin hide strip around one shoulder
forming part of the loin skin which was held in
place by a leather thong around the waist .
Suspended from this was a long knife and
short folded leather whip. He wore homemade
sandals, the soles of thin flat tin with a thong
over arch and heel. His whole body was as
brown as a berry but more from ingrained dirt
than suntan. His skin was covered in a road
map of fine white lines where grass, bushes
and thorns had scratched off the dirt as he
moved through the bush.
I addressed him politely, heart in my mouth,
not knowing what to expect and ever mindful
not to upset him. He spoke in a typical Rhodesian accent and asked where Tim was and how
far the rail line had been built from Bulawayo,

Matabeleland’s Main city. He asked if it had
proceeded beyond Balla Balla towards South
Africa and appeared to know nothing of current
events.
I had fleeting glimpses of small brown teeth
in a mouth recessed in a mass of unruly hair
that formed a halo around his head and cascaded in disarray down his back and chest. I
noticed that Mawire had slowly sidled closer to
us and exchanged a few comments on the
weather with Dougal. As we shuffled down
towards his hut he offered to make me a cup of
tea. Too terrified to refuse any hospitality offered, I accepted. He went into the doorway of
the hut and reappeared with a four gallon square
tin (old paraffin type) half filled with water. He
gathered a handful of dry brushwood, lit it from
some hot ash and placed the tin of water on
three stones around the feeble flames. With the
water barely lukewarm warm he added a small
handful of tea leaves from a fresh packet in the
box in the hut, poured some into two small tins
then produced a jam tin of thick sour goat’s
milk which he also added to the tins.
I realized that this was not normal fare for
him but hospitality towards me. He drank his
tin of curdled mixture but I managed to discreetly dispose of mine when he went to a
nearby pumpkin patch to fetch a digging fork in
which I had shown some interest. The fork was
carved from a strong plank with three wooden
tines and had a lever at the bottom of the shaft
which he pulled backwards onto the ground and
lifted the tines to turn the soil. Quite ingenious
I thought, as I watched his wiry calves working
when he sunk the fork into the soil. The only
use he would have had for it would have been
the pumpkin patch as there was no freshly
turned earth that I could see.
Dougal then led me a little way into the bush
and showed me a circular mound of stones
about one metre in diameter, level topped, table
high, with a whitened surface of plastered wood
ash and a type of sun-dial across it. He explained how it worked, showing seasons of the
year, the months of year and approximate time
of day, a little beyond my understanding. I later
learnt that he was a university graduate, highly
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decorated in World War II, involved in the
parachute drop by allies over Arnhem, Germany/Holland, and was a victim of shellshock’, having lost all faith in the human race
after whatever experiences through which he
had lived. My patrol sheet was signed with a
flourish, “no complaints” recorded and so my
first visit was completed. My second and
subsequent visits were never uneventful.
Three months later, A/C Mawire and I again
visited Dougal. On this occasion, after considerable difficulty, we found the small cairn of
rocks, but it had been shifted and was now
some distance further along the track. This
was obviously a move by Dougal to prevent us
from finding him. However, I had gained
more confidence by this time and studied the
route up to his hut with a view of getting all
the way there by motor cycle on my next visit.
He proved to be more elusive and I only
found him a couple of hours later over the
ridge of the mountain after a steep climb
through thickets and around boulders. He was
sitting in a clearing amongst a large troop of
baboons and some ten goats. It flashed
through my mind that he must have tamed a
lot of baboons but soon realized that he was
the wild friend socializing with wild animals,
because they all took off in a great scramble,
goats and all, as soon as they saw me. They
left him sitting on a fallen log by himself. We
chatted whilst returning to his hut but he simply ignored Mawire who was keeping a lookout at the top of the ridge.
On our descent to the hut we discussed various inane subjects and several times he mentioned “The Imperial Army” - for what purpose I could not figure out. I soon gathered
that he knew who his distant neighbours were,
what they looked like and how they went
about their business. This included Des
Bowie, a small-worker whose prospecting
licence allowed him to stake a claim and operate almost anywhere he chose. He was, in fact,
on Dougal`s land some kilometres from the
mountain near the main gravel road. Des, who
operated this dubious one-man open cast mine
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for scheelite, an important ore of Calciumtungsten, complained half heartedly to me later
when visiting him that Dougal frequently visited
his small working machine in the dead of night
and smeared old honey on the broad flat belt that
drove the agitating apparatus, apparently with
the object of discouraging further progress and
so force Des to abandon the project. This visit
concluded with patrol sheet duly signed and a
polite decline of the offer for tea and careful
placing of feet when cautioned by Dougal not to
kill insects.
On our next visit I triumphantly arrived on the
motor cycle right at Dougal`s hut, or rather behind it, as we both had more pushing and slipping clutch than riding. This was supposed to be
an off-road motor cycle with knob tyres—but it
only had four highway gears and this meant that
it had to be assisted through sandy river-beds
and up steep slopes. It was by no means a light
machine to push. Dougal was nowhere to be
found although we shouted and searched the
mountain.
Some hours later we returned to the hut and sat
down to wait. Fifteen minutes later out walked
Dougal from the bush, realizing that we were
not going to leave. We sat in the shade of the
beautiful fruity marula tree for a while making
light conversation on innocent subjects. On
pushing the motor cycle off its stand to make
our way home I found that the back tyre was
flat. Undaunted I pulled out the pump only to
find that the small metal connection screwed
into the cycle pump had been cut off. He was
obviously responsible for both deeds in our absence, but I was not prepared to accuse him of it.
I wilted at the thought of trying to walk home
but Dougal immediately offered to help. He
took us to a hole with bits of scrap wood and
wire in it, behind the pumpkin patch, and after
some digging came up with a very rusty hand
motor car pump. We pulled this apart and from
the remains of a leather washer with a metal
core, fashioned a piece that allowed us, with
difficulty, to pump up the tyre. We were growing wiser and vowed in future not to leave the
bike unattended. Again, his object was to dis-
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courage further visits by us.
The next visit found Dougal with a problem
and considerable work for us to do. It was a
very hot, dry day when Mawire and I made
our next visit to the wild hermit. He was nowhere to be found despite several hours of
searching the part of mountain that I knew he
frequented. We studied his hut and surrounds
closely but they appeared pretty much the
same as I remembered them, although there
was no smouldering fire, the goat droppings in
the hut were not fresh and Mawire pointed out
that there were no signs on the ground indicating the recent presence of a person. Dougal
was missing and it was the duty of the police
to ensure the safety of all persons and their
property.
We returned to the police station before
nightfall and the following morning I studied
the station “Intelligence File” consisting of a
card for each property with relevant information recorded there by visiting details on return
from patrol. I could also peruse many previous patrol reports carefully filed away.
Dougal had a brother, Peter, a Member of
Parliament and well known businessman in the
city of Gwelo, some 350 miles from Filabusi.
I managed to contact him by telephone and he
agreed with my suspicions that something
untoward must have happened to Dougal and
that he would arrange to come to Filabusi in
the next few days if we were unable to find
him.
The following day Mawire and I set off on
the motor cycle to investigate further. We had
not yet reached the small cairn of rocks on the
bush track when Dougal stepped out of the
bush in front of us asking: “What did you want
now, and why did we visit yesterday?” I explained our concern for his safety and then
noticed he was limping as we shuffled towards
the shade of a tree to chat, one of his ankles
was badly swollen. After a few questions he
reluctantly revealed how he received the injury. “A bad crowd of bastard blacks arrived
and after driving me off by throwing rocks at
me, stole the frame of a cycle that was tied
high up against the roof inside my hut.”

With a little difficulty I recorded a signed statement from him describing how the crimes of
assault and theft had occurred. About eight to
ten black men had appeared at his hut and by
shouting and throwing cricket ball sized rocks
managed to drive him into the bush away from
his hut. It was generally known that any black
man encountering Dougal would get the fright of
his life and run off as fast as his legs would carry
him. He was locally referred to by them as Jesus
Christ. Was this the beginning in getting him
involved in the world around him? He declined
to tell us where he was spending his nights in the
bush, whether he had shelter or how he was feeding himself. His goats had been left to roam the
mountain and he was not prepared to return to
his hut.
The usual investigations were carried out to
find the perpetrators of this invasion on Dougal
and his private world. Within three weeks information had been gleaned by policemen, both
uniformed and plainclothes, whilst carrying out
their various duties in the surrounding ranches
and mines, that the group of men involved came
from a large mine about eight miles away and
that the cycle frame had been seen in the mine
employees` compound when offered for sale to a
visitor. A small police raid was carried out early
one morning in the neat lines of tiny whitewashed buildings that housed the mine workers
and their families in the mine complex. The
cycle frame was found in one of the houses and
the occupant, a young African male, was arrested. He admitted the theft and was held in
custody for the court date. This was set for the
following week when the magistrate from the
small town, Shabani, would make his fortnightly
visit to Filabusi to hear the criminal cases ready
for prosecution, both serious and petty.
Readily admitting the theft, the accused
pleaded guilty and I, as junior public prosecutor,
a normal extraneous duty of a district policeman,
accepted the plea, summarized the details of the
theft and sat down to hear and record the sentence. To my dismay, the rather imposing magistrate with handlebar moustache, Henry Clive
Duffield, an ex British RAF fighter pilot, pronounced that the accused would be remanded in
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custody for two weeks in which time the complainant should appear in court to confirm the
commission of the crime. As theft was a common law offence it would require the confirmation in court of a crime having taken place.
Dougal would be needed to say that the cycle
was his lawfully, was no longer in his possession and nobody else would have had the right
to be in possession of it. Furthermore, cycle
theft, irrespective of the value and due to the
ease of committing and prevalence of the
crime, was gazetted, and by law a minimum
sentence of 6 months imprisonment with hard
labour would be imposed with no option of a
fine.
Magistrate Duffield was not prepared to consider my explanation of how difficult it would
be in this case to produce the owner of the
cycle at court. I was determined not to allow
the thief to go free, as he was also involved in
throwing rocks at Dougal. I would do my best
to get Dougal in court!
The phone line ran hot between me and Dougal`s brother Peter, in Gwelo. He agreed to
visit Filabusi and assist me in getting his
brother to court voluntarily. A subpoena for
Dougal to appear in court would only be ignored by him and a warrant for his arrest that
would follow would end in a sad situation for
Dougal, having done no wrong. Peter agreed
that Dougal should be visited to ensure that he
was not jeopardising his good health in his
chosen way to live the remainder of his life,
literally in a world of his own.
Many years previously Peter had managed to
get him back to Gwelo, cleaned him up,
clothed him smartly, given him a full haircut
and had gone through the process of attempting
to have him certified insane. The outcome was
that he was not certifiable, but highly intelligent, with sound mind and he was very healthy.
He stayed for a few days in Peter`s house and
then made his own way by hitch-hiking back
to his ranch in Filabusi district. Peter would
visit him once or twice a year leaving him
some food which he seldom ate, although the
maize meal seemed to diminish, whether due to
goats or Dougal was unknown.
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On the eve of the court date Peter duly arrived
at the Filabusi Police station. He was a much
larger and taller version of Dougal, with a
pleasant and cheerful disposition. He and I set
off in his diesel safari Land Rover to find out
how Dougal was faring and arrange his appearance in court. We made slow progress down
the overgrown track leading towards the small
rock cairn when Dougal suddenly stepped out
of the bush, obviously alert to any visitors coming his way and probably recognizing his
brother`s vehicle. His appearance was unchanged from when I had last seen him, same
metal soled sandals, skin loin garment and
thongs with knife and whip tucked into his
waist thong, however the swelling in his ankle
had subsided considerably.
Surprisingly
enough I never caught a whiff of any unwashed
body odor and put this down to the generally
dry conditions of the weather. Formalities were
exchanged and the necessity for his brief appearance in court explained. Surprisingly he
agreed to this and after some persuasion by
Peter he agreed to show us where he had been
living in the bush for the past five or six weeks.
After suggesting that Peter bring his torch
with him, he proceeded to lead us straight off
the track and into the long grass, through a thick
belt of large acacia trees, in a steady climb towards the base of the mountain on his ranch but
over a mile distant from his hut. I will never
forget how after several hundred yards of
climbing the steeper but lower slope of the
mountain, Dougal just stopped and pulled aside
a leafy green bush about six feet tall, one of
many hundreds around us, and there was the
mouth of a dark shaft about four feet wide and
six feet high leading horizontally straight into
the mountain. This is known as an incline—a
gold mining small working abandoned many
years ago. There was no footpath leading to it
or anything to suggest its presence there and it
was perfectly camouflaged from all and sundry.
With the light of Peter`s torch we carefully
entered the arrow-straight shaft, the dank smell
of soil and dungeon strong in our nostrils. A
full seventy five yards along we came to another shaft leading to the left and here, at the
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junction, he showed us a hemp sack on the
ground, half-filled with common chicken feed
grain. Peter now recalled having given this to
Dougal over a year before, when he had encouraged him to keep some chickens. Dougal had
been supplementing his bush berry and fruit diet
with this stale mixed grain—whether raw or by
cooking it he did not say.
On leaving the shaft I made my own way
back to Peter`s Land Rover allowing the two
brothers to discuss privately their arrangements
for the next day at court. At the Land Rover,
Dougal opened the side rear door and seated
himself on the seat. Peter turned the vehicle
around and we started back down the track the
way we had come. A short distance before the
main gravel road was a rough-cut fence line in
the bush demarcating the boundary of the ranch.
As we drove slowly past this point Dougal
opened his door and nimbly hopped out of the
vehicle. He flatly refused to go any further and

neither Peter nor I could persuade him to change
his mind. We left him there. Peter told me that
he would return the next day to try and get Dougal to go back to his hut and would supply him
with any food and comforts that he would accept.
In court the Crown case was closed and the
accused found `Not Guilty` and dismissed, due to
lack of confirmation of the crime.
I was transferred elsewhere and lost track of
what became of Dougal but did hear rumours
that Dougal was alive on the ranch for about the
next two decades before dying.
Many years later, after the return of servicemen
in the Vietnam war, a mental condition was
named by doctors, and became known as PTSD
(post traumatic stress disorder) with similar
symptoms to shell shock, and having a long
lasting effect. This, I guess is, what Dougal suffered from, due no doubt to experiences during
WWII.
John ‘Red’ Oldknow (6184)

3693 Cyril Anthony ‘Bill’ Schollum

O

n 20th January, 2016 Bill celebrated his 102nd birthday with close family.
On 2nd June last, daughter Linda and son-in-law Bill Pomroy went across to
Hastings from Palmerston North to visit Bill. They took him out for lemonade
at the local Palmer’s Garden Centre—too hot for a coffee—but he enjoyed being out
and about and admiring the flowers etc... Amazing, really, although he is now quite frail and
uses his walker most of the time.
He loves receiving mail, so if any of you wish
to send him a short note—just to say hello—he
would really appreciate it. However, don’t be
offended if you do not get a reply.
Mr. C. A Schollum
Room 15 Berry Wing,
Atawhai Lifestyle Care Village,
421 Gloucester St, Taradale,
NAPIER 4112
NEW ZEALAND
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Where’s the Highway Patrol?

Makes one nostalgic, doesn’t it!!!?
The Attorney Who Convicted his own Client

motorcycle police officer stops a
driver for shooting through a red
light. The driver, a real bastard,
steps out of his car and comes striding
toward the officer - demanding to know
why he is being harassed by the Gestapo!
So the officer calmly tells him of the red
light violation. The motorist instantly goes
on a tirade, questioning the officer's ancestry, sexual orientation, etc., in rather explicit offensive terms. The tirade goes on
without the officer saying anything.
When the officer finishes writing the
ticket he puts an "AH" in the lower right
corner of the narrative portion of the
ticket. He then hands it to the 'violator'
for his signature. The bloke signs the
ticket angrily, and when presented with his
copy points to the "AH" and demands to
know what it stands for.
The officer says: "That's so when we go
to court, I'll remember that you're an arsehole!"
Two months later they're in court. The
'violator' has a bad driving record with a
high number of points and is in danger of
Page 18

losing his licence, so he hired a big gun
lawyer to represent him.
On the stand the officer testifies to seeing the man run through the red light.
Under cross examination the defence attorney asks: "Officer, is this a reasonable
facsimile of the ticket that you issued to
my client?"
Officer responds: "Yes sir, that is the
defendant's copy, his signature and mine,
same number at the top."
Lawyer: "Officer, is there any particular
marking or notation on this ticket you
don't normally make?"
"Yes, sir, in the lower right corner of the
narrative there is an "AH" underlined."
"What does the "AH" stand for, officer?"
"Aggressive and Hostile, Sir."
"Aggressive and Hostile?"
"Yes, Sir.
"Officer, are you sure it doesn't stand for
arsehole?"
"Well, sir, you know your client better
than I do."
How often can one get an attorney to
convict his own client!!!?
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Humour

n Indian engineer can't find a job
so he opens a clinic and puts a
sign outside 'GET TREATMENT
FOR R20 - IF NOT CURED GET BACK
R100’
A lawyer thinks this is a great opportunity to earn R100 and goes to the clinic...
Lawyer: "I have lost my sense of taste"
Indian: "Nurse, bring medicine from box
No.22 and put 3 drops in patient's mouth"
Lawyer: "Ugh..this is kerosene."
Indian: "Congrats, your sense of taste is
restored. Give me R20."
The annoyed lawyer goes back after a
few days to recover his money…
Lawyer: "I have lost my memory.. I cannot remember anything."

back R100.
Lawyer: "My eyesight has become very
weak"
Indian: "Well, I don't have any medicine
for that, so take this R100"
Lawyer (staring at the note): "But this is
R20, not R100"
Indian: "Congrats, your eyesight is restored. Give me R20"
You can't beat an Indian from Durban !!
Sylvia Freemantle
(widow of the late Bert).

Article from the
Sydney Morning Herald
- Age-old Deficiency

I
Indian: "Nurse, bring medicine from box
No.22 and put 3 drops in his mouth"
Lawyer (annoyed): "This is kerosene. You
gave this to me last time for restoring my
taste."
Indian: "Congrats. You got your memory
back. Give me R20."
The fuming lawyer pays him, and then
comes back a week later determined to get

t’s about time the authorities did
something about older drivers on our
roads.
For far too long older drivers have
caused havoc as they hog the left lane,
stick to the speed limits (even the road
work limits) and stop at stop signs, causing great inconvenience and often preventing others from doing whatever they
like.
Another m major concern is that by
avoiding fines and demerit points, they
are not doing their bit for the revenue of
our State, and are therefore placing a further burden on younger drivers.
Until older drivers can prove that they
are proficient at weaving in and out of
traffic, driving while texting, tailgating,
using drugs or doing burnouts, they must
be banned from holding a licence.
Doug Money, Oak Park
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Inpost—Letters to The Editor
this valuable auxiliary service,
which stood in for the men on active service during World War II,
has never been celebrated quite
the way it should have been.
Outpost of March 1971 presented a number of images which
were apparently uncovered in the
CID Photographic Studio of the
time showing what appear to be
promotional depictions of the
SRWAPS in action. At least one
of them circa 1959 was carried in
Blue and Old Gold. I really wonder where those photographs and
Richard (Dick) Hopper. if anybody retain the negatives,
May 20, 2015 again for posterity. The March
1954 edition of Outpost carries a
Hi Dick,
cover photograph of a police
Thank you for your kind words. Ed.
women.
Outpost 2015
hat a special effort, current NZ Outpost, full of
history and humour. Mini
Moke Blues article made me recall
having a Moke on trial in the Sabi
Valley, and having to look up at passing impala!
Well done, Dave, congrats on your
excellent issue.
PS – Mike – have you an e/m address
for Phillip Cunliffe-Steel? He was
stationed at Melsetter with me. Photo
of that station and our Moke attached.

W

To All Branch Secretaries.
Re: Southern Rhodesia Women’s
Auxiliary Police Service
( SRWAPS)

With sincere best wishes,
Andrew D Field
Hon. Life Vice President of the

I

learned a few days back that a
Mrs. Doreen Whale, a former
member of the Southern Rhodesia Women’s Auxiliary Police Service (SRWAPS) had passed away in
June 2015. In a way, it is sad that
Page 20
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Southern Rhodesia Women’s Auxiliary Police Service

D

uring July, 1941 the Southern
Rhodesia Government introduced the SRWAPS as a prelude to regular members of the BSA Police being seconded for war service. The
ladies of the SRWAPS played a very

had been instrumental in setting up the
Police Reserve. The Women’s Auxiliary Service was formed at about the
same time; but this has been a part of
the military force, so it was decided to
form a separate unit—the
SRWAPS. Apparently there was no
shortage of applicants volunteering for
this service. At least one hundred and
twenty women served in the
SRWAPS.
The SRWAPS was disbanded soon
after the war, but by 1947 a regular
force styled the ‘Southern Rhodesia
Women’s Police Service’ (SRWPS)
was introduced. This attracted recruits

important role standing-in for the regular
force, reduced to skeleton size during the
Second World War. Yet, remarkably
little has been recorded or written about
the original women’s police.
The SRWAPS was considered part of
the Police Reserve which had been introduced in 1939 in terms of Government
Notice 33/1939. It had been the brain
child of Brigadier J. S. Morris, then
Commissioner of the BSA Police. He
from as far afield as the United Kingdom.
There is a little confusion insofar as
the SRWPS may have been inaugurated before the war—but disbanded.
The first two ladies to join the regular
force were Martha Brits (nee Roux)
and Alice Hardwick (nee Betts), who
both attested on 11 July 1947; and, by
virtue of the date, they must have been
SRWPS officers.
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Both the SRWAPS and the SRWPS
were fully fledged units of the BSA
Police. During the war the SRWAPS
was deployed across most branches of
the force including the Criminal Investigation Department.

I am also after listings of the women
of the SRWAPS and later SRWPS. In
some ways it is a little shameful that I
only have four members of SRWAPS
on the nominal roll! These ladies
should be properly honoured for posterity.

Andrew D Field
Pro Rege Pro Lege Pro Patria
Hon. Life Vice President of the
Regimental Association
In Response to Andrew Field’s request, I have
forwarded to him several photographs which I
have had in my (and Bill Schollum’s) possession,
since my mother Anna le Sueur (later Schollum)
served in the SRWAPS from 1941 to 1956.
These appear on the following pages.

The pictures attached (Pages 21 and
22, and a couple of others, are all I can
find on the SRWAPS and SRWPS in
my archives.
Those of the earlier
period are all of Mrs. Whale and her
colleagues, kindly extracted by Sally
Simmons, daughter of the late Mrs.
Whale.
If anybody has any further information to the above, mostly extracted
from our normal resources, or can
point me in the direction of any substantial papers about these services, I
would be grateful.
Page 22

Photo: C.A. Schollum

1944
Supt. Anna le Sueur, (WAP31)
Officer Commanding
SRWAPS
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SRWAPS Parade Inspection, BSAP. Depot : May, 1944.
BACK ROW: Const's. Young, Jackson, Wood, Mellor; S/Cpl. Brierley; Const’s. Tubb and Haynes.
MIDDLE ROW: Const. Smith; Cpl. Ross, Cpl. Hamilton-Cox; Const. Stanton; S/Cpl. Clarke;
Const’s. Alexander, Kaplan; Cpl. Goodyear; Const. McDonald.
FRONT ROW: S/Cpl. Raynor; S/2/Sgt. Aston; 1/Sgt. Hodgson; Supt. Dickinson; Brigadier
J. S. Morris, CBE, Inspector General; Sub-Inspr. le Sueur; 2/Sgt. Spicer;
S/2/Sgt Horne; S/Cpl. O’Reilly.

SRWAPS Pass out Parade in 1941.
Anna le Sueur (later Anna Schollum now deceased), back row extreme left.

Rear Admiral Sir Campbell Tait KCB, MVO,
Governor of Southern Rhodesia, accompanied by Supt. Anna le Sueur,
Inspecting the Southern Rhodesia Women’s Auxiliary Police
in Salisbury after his inauguration in 1945.
Page 24
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His
Excellency
arrives at the
Salisbury Railway
Station—1945.

On Parade
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Squad Standing ‘at ease’.

Uniformed Branch, Salisbury Town.
Anna le Sueur Front Row second from left.
[Can anyone identify any of the others in these photographs?]
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Evicted white farmers feed Zimbabwe
The Daily News Live—
Harare 23 March 2016.

T

he maize being imported into
Zimbabwe from Zambia is
coming from white commercial farmers evicted during the ‘often
violent’ land invasions here, President
Robert Mugabe has ironically conceded.
Speaking at a ZANU-PF rally held
on Friday at Chipadze Stadium in Bindura,
Mugabe said the country was importing
tonnes of the staple maize grain from
Zambia to plug a deficit after bad
weather affected the crop from the current farming season.
"...iye zvino tiri kutenga chibage kuZambia, Zambia yakatora mabhunu
aiva kuno ndokuvapa nzvimbo ndosaka
vaine chibage chakawanda kupfuura
chavanoda ivo…” (at the moment we
are importing maize from Zambia.
Zambia gave former Zimbabwean
white commercial farmers land, and
that's why they have surplus food),"
Mugabe said.
Zimbabwe requires at least 1.8 mil-

lion tonnes of maize annually and has,
over the years, relied upon imports from
neighbouring countries, including Zambia and South Africa, to plug the gap
from local production.
Zimbabwe has been gripped by a political and economic crisis since the
government launched a campaign in
2000 to seize white-owned farms for
redistribution to landless blacks. The
policy gutted commercial agriculture in
Zimbabwe.
Currently, more than 1.5 million people, more than 10 percent of the population, face hunger, WFP said.
One particularly worrying symptom
of Zimbabwe's vulnerability to food and
nutrition security is the alarming rate of
chronic malnutrition, with levels of
stunted growth among children getting
worse.
Tendai Kamhungira
Source:
http://www.zimbabwesituation.com/news/zimsit
-m-evicted-white-farmers-feed-zimbabwedailynews-live/
Original:
https://www.dailynews.co.zw/
articles/2016/03/23/evicted-white-farmers-feedzimbabwe
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“DIRE” IS AN UNDERSTATEMENT
FOR ZIMBABWE

T

he bull in me has taken its leave.
The domestic economic situation in Zimbabwe is beyond
dire. Structural unemployment (approx
This is a quick, hard-hitting article from a member 90%) and non-existent growth (1-2%
of the Ushewokunze family. His family name has been likely to be revised down) are the conknown to me and I'm sure many ex-Zimbabwe District
sequences of economic mismanageCommissioners-but is interesting nevertheless.
His antecedent was a Medical Doctor, born in 1933 ment and lack of policy formation.
who rose from humble beginnings and graduated With 3 cabinet reshuffles in 9 months,
from Durban University in about 1965.
and almost $200 million (of a $3.1 bilDr Herbert Ushewokunze opened a successful
practice in Bulawayo initially, and became a founding lion budget) being spent on the presimember of ZANU (the then banned Zimbabwe African dent’s office since the beginning of the
National Union), and gave up his practices to become year; combined with wages at 80% of
an exile and doctor to the ZANLA forces where he felt expenditure. It’s a wonder that there are
he would be most useful. When Mugs Malone took
power in 1980, Herbert became Minister of Health, some who are looking past the risk and
still investing in
and later Minister of
Home Affairs and
his is an exceptional summary of the crisis facing Zimbabwe.
On
held several ministeZimbabwe today. My own view is that the econ- my recent trip I
rial appointments,
omy is contracting rapidly, local borrowings in
until he fell out with USD terms now approach $4 billion – the budget deficit even came across
Mugs and co., and re- is over 25 per cent – completely unsustainable. A politi- samples of illiteropened his Bulawayo cal, economic and social crisis is facing us in the near ate teenagers practice in 1993. His future.
these are the reson Chris died
Eddie Cross, Nairobi, 15 October 2015
verberations of the
"mysteriously" (euphemism for was politically mur- ‘lost decade’ (reference to the years of
dered) in a car crash in 1995. When Herbert died, he farm invasions and hyperinflation) was buried at Heroes Acre in Harare. He had fa- whom the government has entirely
thered 21 children in his lifetime and at no time was a
failed to empower through insufficient
rabid nationalist.
The author of the attached article, Mutemwa Ushe- educational policy,
wokunze, has an interesting first name. Mutemwa in
Gone is the status of highest educachiShona can mean "the one cut down" or, to me tion standards on the continent; Omore likely, "the chosen one", especially if his father
was Chris. The surname Ushewokunze in literal Level and A-Level pass rates are a
translation means "The Chieftainship from Outside" mere 20% and 10% respectively (down
which a few of you will find interesting. It perhaps from 90% in 2000).
answers my mental query on why Herbert opened up
One NGO doctor told our group that
in Bulawayo which is an N'debele town as is the
surrounding area, at least for those left by the, ahem, infant mortality rates in Zimbabwe are
the highest “outside a conflict zone“,
brigade who slaughtered around 500K of that tribe.
I wish him the very best of good fortune!
approximated at around 20%. One in
—Arnold — five kids fail to reach the age of one.
From: Arnold Rudolph
(Former District Commissioner, Zimbabwe)
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2015 22:41
Subject: “Dire” is an Understatement for Zimbabwe

T
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So, who is to blame for the extended economic trough that Zimbabwe is in? Simply
answered, the government. The state treasury issues short term securities, to accommodate its own spending, which sucks out
dollars from the economy.
This would explain rampant deflation (3.11%). Even the listed beverage bluechip Delta has had to slash its prices by
almost 25% as cash dries up. The funds
accrued from taxes are turned over immediately to the civil service leaving little to
actually implement policy initiatives that
provide the foundation for growth and
employment. The government’s external
debt ($9 billion) is too high for the country
to service—especially as dollarisation
erodes competitiveness. As long as the
political power status quo remains, debt
forgiveness on the whole is not a fathomable outcome, though it is one of few effective options for ending the rot.
In my view, rescheduling will do nothing and permit more graft. The country has
recently seen some funds from the Euro
zone and African Development bank and
China keeps making promises, but these
won’t make a dent on the country’s outstanding liabilities. Zimbabwe has very
few exports to speak of except platinum,
gold, and tobacco - the diamond opportunity for now is lost, failing to raise the
capital expenditure needed to dig deeper
and extend mine life and production. This
means the country’s current account deficit at 23% of GDP cannot be overcome.
The country imports most industrial inputs as well as consumer staples, whilst
the land toils through another drought. To
add insult to injury the low levels in the
Kariba dam mean electrical production is
non-normal and more than half of every
week in recent months is spent in dark-

ness. This will likely trigger another
downward revision in GDP estimates
(Zambia is also suffering from the electrical under-supply).
Dollarisation, as is often argued, was a
short-term gift and a long-term curse – the
short term benefits have been reaped, and
now the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe is
toothless, as pure demand and supply will
determine the inflow/outflow of hard currency. With no ability to set recognizable
interest rates, recent dollar strength has
added to Zimbabwe’s liquidity woes
(compounded by falls in commodity
prices). But in an effort to survive, either
through brilliant delinquency or just a
complete lack of options, the government
has found a way to increase the supply of
a ‘money’ they do not own. In a striking
similarity to Nigeria’s action in defending
its banking industry in 2008/9, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe set up ZAMCO
(Zimbabwe Asset Management Company). Its purpose is to buy the bad loans
using T-Bills…these are denominated in
US Dollars as opposed Naira!
By issuing T-Bills the government has
been effectively printing US Dollar money
and currently the total value issued sits at
around US$1.2 billion (10% of GDP). A
perspective is that the government has
mortgaged Zimbabwe’s future. Add municipality and parastatal debt mainly owed
to banks, that number balloons – anyone
will tell you that the higher the debt to
GDP ratio the sharper the fall in output
growth…and so perpetuating Zimbabwe’s
demise.
The country has no capacity to recover
even if it wanted to The man on the street
is over the politics and lives with the corruption and it has tainted the fabric of
Zimbabwean society. Worse still, political
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succession is far from clear, there is no
trust and an untarnished outsider may be
the only option for a swift, policy driven
recovery. Negotiating terms with the
IMF & World Bank in the present economic context is dangerous, because
execution will undoubtedly miss its targets as we head toward the next election
in 2018 – this will set those relations
backward another five years. I would
contend that the real change for growth
has to be driven by both local and foreign elements, a fresh political policy
thrust, that builds a competent and actionable government which is actually
interested in the welfare of the people it
represents, is needed.
I reiterate that debt forgiveness, an
injection of cash through Foreign Direct
Investment, is the only way Zimbabwe
emerges from a dust that has settled and
now hardened – but you already know
that…
Mutemwa Ushewokunze
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About the Author
Mutemwa Ushewokunze is the Vice President Institutional Sales (South Africa) at
Macquarie Group. The views expressed
herein are solely of the author and do not
necessarily reflect Bulls ‘n Bears Thought
Process.
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THE BEST OF AFRICA’S
TRUE NEWS STORIES
THE CAPE TIMES ( CAPETOWN )
"I have promised to keep his identity
confidential,' said Jack Maxim, a spokeswoman for the Sandton Sun Hotel, Johannesburg , "but I can confirm that he
is no longer in our employment. We
asked him to clean the lifts and he spent
four days on the job. When I asked him
why, he replied: 'Well, there are forty of
them, two on each floor and sometimes
some of them aren't there'. Eventually,
we realized that he thought each floor
had a different lift, and he'd cleaned the
same two twelve times. "We had to let
him go. It seemed best all round. I understand he is now working for Eskom."

THE STAR ( JOHANNESBURG )
"The situation is absolutely under control," Transport Minister Ephraem Magagula told the Swaziland Parliament in
Mbabane . "Our nation's merchant navy
is perfectly safe. We just don't know
where it is, that's all." Replying to an
MP's question, Minister Magagula admitted that the landlocked country had
completely lost track of its only ship, the
Swazimar: "We believe it is in a sea
somewhere. At one time, we sent a team
of men to look for it, but there was a
problem with drink and they failed to
find it, and so, technically, yes, we've
lost it a bit. But I categorically reject all

suggestions of incompetence on the part
of this government. The Swazimar is a
big ship painted in the sort of nice bright
colours you can see at night. Mark my
words, it will turn up. The right honourable gentleman opposite is a very
naughty man, and he will laugh on the
other side of his face when my ship
comes in."
FROM A ZIMBABWEAN
NEWSPAPER
While transporting mental patients from
Harare to Bulawayo , the bus driver
stopped at a roadside shebeen (beerhall)
for a few beers. When he got back to his
vehicle, he found it empty, with the 20
patients nowhere to be seen. Realizing
the trouble he was in if the truth were
uncovered, he halted his bus at the next
bus stop and offered lifts to those in the
queue. Letting 20 people board, he then
shut the doors and drove straight to the
Bulawayo mental hospital, where he
hastily handed over his 'charges', warning the nurses that they were particularly
excitable. Staff removed the furious passengers; it was three days later that suspicions were roused by the consistency
of stories from the 20. As for the real
patients: nothing more has been heard of
them and they have apparently blended
comfortably back into Zimbabwean society.
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Nothing fair or impartial about the Land
Compensation Fund
11th March 2016—Copyright Cathy Buckle—http://www.cathybuckle.com/

D

riving past the big
Acacia trees where
the vervet monkeys
always used to play, I feel the
knot in my stomach tightening. It’s a beautiful day:
warm blue sky, pink and
white Cosmos flowers along
the roadsides and the grass is
tall and golden but already I
don’t want to see what I
know I’m going to see.
I’m going to drive past my farm; the
farm that was seized by the Zimbabwe
government sixteen years ago and for
which not a single dollar of compensation
has yet been paid. The reason for my driveby of our farm this week was to see the
state of our seized property because the
Zimbabwe government have just announced the establishment of a Land Compensation Fund.
According to the memorandum presented
this week to members of Parliament, the
purpose of the Land Compensation Fund
is: “to provide resources for the payment of
compensation to former farm owners
whose farms were acquired by the State
under the Land Reform Programme and to
enhance productivity on allocated land.”
Despite sensational international media
headlines you need to read the document
Page 32

carefully!
Expenditure from the fund
is to pay compensation for
land and improvements to
indigenous farmers and
those with foreign investment agreements (BIPPAS);
to pay for improvements
only, in the case of all other
dispossessed farmers, and to
pay for farm equipment that
was seized. Expenditure
from the Fund is also specified as being for
the Ministry of Lands to carry out farm inspections, undertake valuations and for various other administrative and operational
costs (including the never ending computers,
vehicles and other items). The Land Compensation Fund will also be used to assist
beneficiaries of seized land to “enhance productivity.”
Income for the Fund is apparently going to
come from rentals and leases paid by the new
occupants of seized farms; as well as from
‘development partners’ and donors.
The new Land Compensation Fund all
sounds very grand, but wait—look a bit
closer.
We are a country that is completely broke
and has just declared a national disaster, appealing to the world for one and a half billion
US dollars of emergency food aid and other
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assistance. For the last fifteen years the farms and the improvements on them. By
200,000 plus beneficiaries of seized land any stretch of the imagination how can that
have turned us into a food insecure coun- be considered to be fair and impartial? Why
try; leaving us net importers of 80% of our would any 'development partner’ or donor
food. These same 200,000 plus people agree to that?
aren’t even able to provide their own seed
And so, with all this swirling in my
and fertilizer to grow their crops, continu- mind, I went to have a look at the state of
ally needing inputs from the government. the ‘improvements’ on the farm that was
How then will these same people be able seized from us back in 2000. I can only
to pay the rents and leases which are ap- look from the road; the grass is tall and I
parently to provide the income stream into can only see a fraction of the improvements
the Land Compensation Fund?
that were left on the farm sixteen years ago.
Then there’s the peculiar contradiction I can see that houses have been demolin the Compensation docu- For information on Cathy Buckle’s ished; I can see that
ment because the same peo- new book: “SLEEPING LIKE A infrastructure has
ple paying rents and levies HARE” or my other books about life gone: I can see four
into the Land Compensation in Zimbabwe: “MILLIONS, BIL- kilometers of boundFund are apparently also go- L I O N S , T R I L L I O N S , ” ary fencing along the
ing to get assistance out of “CAN YOU HEAR THE DRUMS,” main roads has gone;
the Fund to ‘enhance produc- “INNOCENT VICTIMS” “AFRICAN I can see the roof,
tivity.’ Doesn’t one cancel TEARS”, “BEYOND TEARS” and doors and fencing
out the other? Who, we won- “IMIRE,” please contact me or visit around the tobacco
my website.
der, will get first dibs on any <mailto: cbuckle@zol.co.zw> .
barns are gone; I can
money that comes into the (To see pictures of images described see water storage
Fund—the dispossessed in this and other letters go tanks have gone.
farmers who’ve been waiting t o : h t t p :/ / w w w . fa c e b oo k .c o m / What else lies be16 years or the beneficiaries cathybuckleafricantears)
yond the tall grass? I
of the seized farms to encan hardly bear to
hance their productivity?
think of it and am overcome by sadness.
For a Zimbabwean born but non- Why such destruction?
indigenous farmer like me, I have to pin
What will the government valuers find?
all my hopes on the ‘improvements’ on What is left for them to value sixteen years
my seized farm because I am apparently later? More to the point, unless this whole
not entitled to be compensated for the land issue is handled by a completely independitself because of my skin colour. This de- ent, impartial body, how will it ever put an
spite the fact that the farm was purchased end to the mayhem on the land that continten years after Independence with the ap- ues to cripple our country, drive away inproval of the Zimbabwe government. But vestors and leave us importing 80% of our
I’m worried, very worried, because ac- food. For all the new political parties
cording to the Land Compensation Fund sprouting like mushrooms in a dark shed,
memo to Parliament, it is the same ZANU now’s your chance to speak out and insist
PF government who seized our farms 16 this is sorted out properly for the future of
years ago who are now going to value our all Zimbabweans.
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Green Cardboard Biscuit Box
1st April 2016—Copyright Cathy Buckle—http://www.cathybuckle.com/

T

here were ten members of the
mbira band sitting along the narrow wooden bench: six men and
four boys. The band leader, the oldest in
the group, addressed the
small audience on a
sweltering afternoon
under a dazzling blue
sky. The sun was slowly
heading towards the horizon when the band
leader stood up to speak.
First the older members
of the band would play,
followed by the youngsters he said.
The young ones were
still learning, but they
were already very good,
he said. As the old get
older and prepare to
move on, so the young
ones move in to take over; that is the way
it should be the band leader said, a huge
smile across his face. You couldn’t help
but look for double meaning in his words.
And then they began: clear tones of the
mbira’s, rhythmic clapping, shaking rattles
and hypnotic, repetitive song , taking you
instantly to another place and time. Then
the young ones came on.
On his head the youngster wore a green
cardboard biscuit box; once containing
lemon creams now the box made perfect
headgear, decorated with feathers stuck
into the corrugations. For six minutes the

youngster danced to the accompaniment of
the mbira band; half way through another
youngster joined him, rattles in his hands,
he too danced and stomped. A third youngster came to the centre to
dance, strings of large
round wooden beads
around his neck and
waist, a stout stick in his
hand. On and on the
mbira band played and
later, as the sun touched
the horizon, the hippo in
the muddy brown river
beyond grunted and
snorted before disappearing beneath the surface,
waiting for their time to
emerge. Men playing
mbira’s, youngsters dancing, everyone tapping,
clapping and smiling:
aaah this is the Zimbabwe we love and
yearn for: filled with richness, diversity and
happiness.
This is one face of Zimbabwe but look
the other way and the image is completely
different. Our leaders seem to have forgotten about these good, rich, beautiful aspects
of our country and forgotten about us, the
ordinary people.
We see hunger, drought, poverty and water shortages while our leaders argue about
diamonds, gold and mines.
We see companies going bankrupt and
people losing their jobs while our leaders

Zimbabwean Mbira
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post bullets to each other, make threats,
shout insults and scramble for positions.
We see thousands heading for the
border in search of jobs in other countries while our leaders say they want pay
rises and new cars.
We see clinics without drugs, hospitals without equipment and doctors on
strike while our leaders jet off to Singapore for medical treatment.
We see unemployment of over 90%
and pavements filled with unemployed
people selling their wares while our
leaders say they will close all companies
who haven’t ceded 51% of their shareholdings to indigenous Zimbabweans.
We see thousands living in hovels
and plastic shacks on the outskirts of all
our towns while our Vice President continues to live in a 5 star hotel where he’s
been since December 2014 (at tax payers’ expense.)
While monkeys play in our trees,
hippos grunt in our rivers and mbira
bands play in the sunset, our leaders are
in a dark and dangerous political frenzy
that is threatening the very fabric of our
country.
There is a growing fear of what lies
ahead for Zimbabwe and so we watch
and wait: longing for the day when Zimbabwe will be great again and where we
are all welcome, regardless of our differences. ——————–Cathy Buckle.
FATHER TIME
Like as a merchant with his yardstick,
marking off the purchased span;
So Old Father Time is meting
years and days and months of man.

“Fen”
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
And Annual Luncheon held at the Silverdale RSA
on Saturday 9th May, 2015

O

ur AGM and Annual Luncheon, regular supporter of the RSA Hobsonville
which we held on 9th May 2015 ANZAC DAY parades.
at our usual venue of the SilverOur speakers were Jack Maddox and
dale RSA, proved to be a success. The Mike Harvey who both entertained us with
weather was perfect and allowed us to historical and humorous accounts of their
enjoy the drive out there to spend time service in Rhodesia.
with one another. Attendance was slightly
After the speeches and raffle, I had the
down on the previous year but many honour and privilege of presenting an
apologies were received. In the last cou- award on behalf of our members to one of
ple of years, there has been a downward our founding members, Peter Burridge, for
trend in attendance—which we know is a outstanding and continuous dedication to
combined result of
the Association. Peter
age, health and dis- This report was first published by Chairman, had no idea this prestance.
Steven McIntosh-Doná, in his Blue and Old entation was planned
Gold broadsheet in May last year.
Twenty-six memand took his slight
bers and partners
roasting in good spirit.
including guests attended. Firstly, Peter It is through service such as that of Peter
and Nikki Butler from the UK Branch, (and others) that this Association is in good
which was a very pleasant surprise. Peter health and heart. There are many unseen
was visiting his daughter in New Zealand activities and planning sessions, visits and
and, as it transpired, was well placed to phone calls that go to continuing our
join us. That said, he worked for his strength as an Association.
lunch by shooting footage of the proceedDave le Sueur has produced an excellent
ings which he will upload to YouTube in edition of the Outpost which, for those of
the near future. Our other guests were you who could not attend the AGM, will
Peter van Dyk, and partner Sue Marshall. receive shortly in the post.
Peter was an old school friend of mine
I include a couple of photographs which
from Hamilton High in Bulawayo. Peter follow.
served in the Rhodesia Regiment and is a
Steven McIntosh-Doná - Chairman
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Absent, Dave Lemmer.

Back Row L to R: Ian Welch, Dave le Sueur, Roy Welch, Dave Welch, Peter Butler (UK Branch), Dick Hopper,
Maurice Roffey, Craig Frearson, Peter van Dyk (RR, Guest), Malcolm Robinson, Barbara Burridge, Ted Preston,
Peter Burridge, Jack Maddox, Kim McIntosh-Doná.

Front Row L to R: John Crisp, Nikki Butler (UK Branch), Fay Crisp, Kathleen Clayton, Steven McIntosh-Doná,
Mike Harvey, Joan Robinson, Jeanette Maddox, Sue Marshall (Guest), Lynne Hopper.

Annual Luncheon and AGM held at Silverdale
Returned Services Association, Whangaparaoa—9th May, 2015.

Jack and
Jeanette
Maddox
Malcolm and
Joan Robinson

Peter Burridge being presented
With his award for Outstanding and
Continuous dedication to the
Association (left), and his
Acknowledgement and gratitude
(below left)
John Crisp

Kathleen Clayton

Peter Burridge
Jack Maddox

Some Pics from The
2015 AGM
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How Do Court Stenographers keep a Straight Face?
ATTORNEY: “What gear were you in at
the moment of the impact?”
WITNESS: “Gucci sweats and Reeboks.”

ATTORNEY: “The youngest son, the
twenty year old, how old is he?”
WITNESS: “He's 20, very close to your
IQ.”

ATTORNEY: “Are you sexually active?”
WITNESS: “No, I just lie there.”

ATTORNEY: “Were you present when
your picture was taken?”
WITNESS: “Are you kidding me?”

ATTORNEY: “What is your date of
ATTORNEY: “She had three children,
birth?”
right?”
hese gems are from a book
WITNESS: “July 18th.”
WITNESS: “Yes.”
called "Disorder in the Court"
ATTORNEY: “What
and are things people actually ATTORNEY:
year?”
“How many were
said in court, word for word, taken
WITNESS: “Every
boys?”
down and published by court reporters
year.”
WITNESS: “None.”
who had the torment of staying calm
ATTORNEY:
while the exchanges were taking place.
ATTORNEY: “How
“Were there any
old is your son, the one living with
girls?”
you?”
WITNESS: “Your Honor, I need a difWITNESS: “Thirty-eight or thirty-five, I
ferent attorney. Can I get a new attorcan't remember which.”
ney?”
ATTORNEY: “How long has he lived
with you?”
ATTORNEY: “How was your first marWITNESS: “Forty--five years.”
riage terminated?”
WITNESS: “By death”
ATTORNEY: “Now doctor, isn't it true
ATTORNEY: “And by whose death
that when a person dies in his sleep, he
was it terminated?”
doesn't know about it until the next
WITNESS: “Take a guess.”
morning?”
WITNESS: “Did you actually pass the
ATTORNEY: “Can you describe the
bar exam?”
individual?”
WITNESS: “He was about medium
ATTORNEY:” So the date of conception
height and had a beard.”
(of the baby) was August 8th?”
ATTORNEY: “Was this a male or a
WITNESS: “Yes”
female?”
ATTORNEY: “And what were you doWITNESS: “Unless the Circus was in
ing at that time?”
town I'm going with male!”
WITNESS: “Getting laid.”
(Continued next page)

T
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ATTORNEY: “Is your appearance here
this morning pursuant to a deposition
notice which I sent to your attorney?”
WITNESS: “No, this is how I dress
when I go to work.”
ATTORNEY: “Doctor, how many of
your autopsies have you performed on
dead people?”
WITNESS: “All of them. The live ones
put up too much of a fight.”
ATTORNEY: “All of your responses
MUST be oral, OK? What school did
you attend?”
WITNESS: “Oral.”
ATTORNEY: “Do you recall the time
that you examined the body?”
WITNESS: “The autopsy started around
8:30 PM.”
ATTORNEY: “And Mr. Denton was
dead at the time?”
WITNESS: “If not, he was by the time I
finished.”
ATTORNEY: “Are you qualified to give
a urine sample?”
WITNESS: “Are you qualified to ask
that question?”

ATTORNEY: “Doctor, before you performed the autopsy, did you check for a
pulse?”
WITNESS: “No.”
ATTORNEY: “Did you check for blood
pressure?”
WITNESS: “No.”
ATTORNEY: “Did you check for
breathing?”
WITNESS: “No.”
ATTORNEY: “So, then it is possible
that the patient was alive when you began the autopsy?”
WITNESS:”No.”
ATTORNEY: “How can you be so sure,
Doctor?”
WITNESS: “Because his brain was sitting on my desk in a jar.”
ATTORNEY: “I see, but could the patient have still been alive, nevertheless?’
WITNESS “Yes, it is possible that he
could have been alive and practising
law!”

Photo Lou Coetzer—Chobe National Park, Botswana
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HOW THE INTERNET STARTED,
ACCORDING TO THE BIBLE!

I

n ancient Israel, it came to pass that a
trader by the name of Abraham Com
did take unto himself a healthy young
wife by the name of Dorothy (Dot for
short). Dot Com was a comely woman,
large of breast, broad of shoulder and long
of leg. Indeed, she was often called Amazon Dot Com.
And she said unto Abraham, her husband, "Why dost thou travel so far from
town to town with thy goods when thou
canst trade without ever leaving thy tent?"
And Abraham did look at her as though
she were several saddle bags short of a
camel load, but simply said, "How, dear?"
And Dot replied, "I will place drums in
all the towns and drums in between to send
messages saying what you have for sale,
and they will reply telling you who hath the
best price. The sale can be made on the
drums and delivery made by Uriah's Pony
Stable (UPS)."
Abraham thought long and decided he
would let Dot have her way with the
drums. And the drums rang out and were
an immediate success. Abraham sold all the
goods he had at the top price, without ever
having to move from his tent.
To prevent neighboring countries from
overhearing what the drums were saying,
Dot devised a system that only she and the
drummers knew. It was known as Must
Send Drum Over Sound (MSDOS), and she
also developed a language to transmit ideas
and pictures - Hebrew to The People
(HTTP).

And the young men did take to Dot
Com's trading as doth the greedy horsefly
take to camel dung. They were called Nomadic Ecclesiastical Rich Dominican
Sybarites, or NERDS.
And lo, the land was so feverish with
joy at the new riches and the deafening
sound of drums that no one noticed that
the real riches were going to that enterprising drum dealer, Brother William of
Gates, who bought off every drum maker
in the land. Indeed he did insist on drums
to be made that would work only with
Brother Gates' drumheads and drumsticks.
And Dot did say, "Oh, Abraham, what
we have started is being taken over by
others." And Abraham looked out over
the Bay of Ezekiel , or eBay as it came to
be known. He said, "We need a name that
reflects what we are."
And Dot replied, "Young Ambitious Hebrew Owner Operators."
"YAHOO," said Abraham. And because
it was Dot's idea, they named it YAHOO
Dot Com.
Abraham's cousin, Joshua, being the
young Gregarious Energetic Educated Kid
(GEEK) that he was, soon started using
Dot's drums to locate things around the
countryside.
It soon became known as God's Own
Official Guide to Locating Everything
(GOOGLE).
That is how it all began. And that’s the
truth… I would not make up this stuff!
Author unknown
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The article and photograph on page 42 and the above, referred to in the
article, have been borrowed from the Natal Outpost. Along with the editor of the Natal Outpost, we thank 5781 Lionel Baker for making this material available. It will be of extreme interest to some of our equestrian
members—Ed.
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Christmas Luncheon

ur Christmas luncheon was held at
the Cosmopolitan Club in Cambridge on 5th December 2015. It
was a crisp and sunny Saturday when
twenty-five members and guests sat down
to our festive Christmas lunch to catch-up
on news and of old times.
Cambridge Cosmopolitan Club
Christmas Menu 2015
All menus include Napkin, Christmas
Cracker
And Tea and Coffee Buffet
$23.50 per person
Roast Beef served with Gravy
Smoked Ham served with Mustard and
Chutney
Minted Potatoes
Roasted Kumara
Cumin and Coriander Roasted Pumpkin
Whole Green Beans
Honey and Sesame Carrots
Mini Pavlova
Brandy Snaps with Cream
Fruit Salad
Those attending were 7750 Peter and
Barbara Burridge; 5082/6675 Dennis and
Valda Beach; 8543 “A” Res John and Fay
Crisp—who was also celebrating his milestone birthday—; 9583 Craig Frearson; W/
P 147 Wendy and John Graham; 5872
Winston Hart; 6121 Mike Harvey; 5339
Dick Hopper; 8648 Dave and Dawn Lemmer; 5333 Dave and Yvonne le Sueur;
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10431 Steve and Kim McIntosh-Dona;
6184 Red Oldknow; 12933 P/R Ted and
Joan Preston; 4623 Maurice Roffey; 4947
Roy Welch and his two sons, David and
Ian, as guests.
Our first speaker, Roy Welch, gave us
an interesting talk on the highlights of his
service in C.I.D., recalling his and Bob
Burrell’s investigation into the Piet Oberholtzer murder by the Crocodile gang near
Melsetter on 4th July, 1964; and his experiences during Operation Cauldron in the
Mangula area.
Wendy Graham followed—with an interesting feminine touch—on serving as a
policewoman in the Town Branch, Salisbury, between 1969 and 1973.
On behalf of the NZ members, Winston
Hart was presented with
an old horseshoe
from
the remount
stable of yesteryear as a
memento for
the scare he
gave us when
he underwent
brain surgery
earlier
this
year. Fortu- Winston recovering in Hospital
nately the doctor left some of the brain
intact! All is well that ends well.
Our thanks to Dave le Sueur for organising the event on behalf of the Waikato/
Tauranga District.
—Mike Harvey.
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AT THE LUNCHEON—Top Left: Barbara Burridge and Ted Preston. Top Right: Peter
Burridge and Kim McIntosh-Doná. Centre Left: John and Fay Crisp and Peter Burridge.
Centre Right: Craig Frearson, Dennis Beach and Red Oldknow.
Bottom Left: Wendy Graham giving her interesting talk.
Bottom Right: Roy Welch giving his equally enthralling address.
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AT THE LUNCHEON—Top Left: Mike Harvey and Dick Hopper.
Top Right: Dave Welch, John Graham and Roy Welch;
Centre Left: Valda Beach, Joan and Ted Preston. Centre Right: Dave le Sueur.
Bottom Left: Winston Hart and Red Oldknow.
Bottom Right: L to R Dave le Sueur, Wendy Graham, Winston Hart,
Red Oldknow and Mike Harvey.
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THE FIRST RAINS

he gleaming sun shone down from heaven, blazing merciless
and cruel, upon the parched earth, the sand scorched under
foot, the trees drooping, and the little brooks crawling wearily
through the dry, yellow grass. Poor half-starved animals lying here and
there under what cover there was. Everything was scorched and
seemed to be waiting – waiting for the rain that did not come, till one
day, far in the west, there appeared some tiny, black specks which
gradually grew and grew until they built themselves into cloudmountains. The farmer rejoiced – now surely the rain would come.
But they hoped in vain for the clouds disappeared as they had come.
For three days the clouds appeared to mock the earth but on the fourth
day they piled up higher than ever in black frowning pillars till, with
the setting of the sun, the storm burst. First came the lightning in
blinding flashes and then the thunder clapped and roared till the very
windows seemed to rattle in the house, then the heavens seemed to
open and the water poured and poured – fresh, sweet, life giving water
down upon the thirsty earth. On the wonder of that moment all the
veldt rocked for joy. All night long it rained without stopping and part
of the next day, but the morning after the whole country was fresh and
green, the smell of rain and rich earth was everywhere. The fields
were covered with fresh, fragrant grass on which the raindrops flashed
and sparkled in all the colours of the rainbow. Here and there gay coloured flowers were bursting forth in little clusters. Myriads of tiny
rivulets were bubbling and dancing along to join the brooks that now
had formed into little torrents – rushing, raging and swirling along towards the river. Everywhere reigned joy and laughter for the first rains
had begun.

Soliloquy by “Fen” - 2 November 1927
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"Lo Brudder Kamina"
"LO BRUDDER KAMINA MANINGI SICK" The Saturday cry of the houseboy Dick.
He's filled with concern and praiseworthy grief;
He begs of his master to give him a brief To leave all his work for sick brother's relief.
"BRUDDER KAMINA MANINGI SICK"
The work is all finished—wasn't he quick!
On with his suit and he's looking so slick,
And off on his bike at a rattling pace;
Laughter and triumph all over his face.
In Mapeticoat Beer-Garden, on benches around,
Zhuwao and Antonio and Matemba are found;
All spotless and smiling and wonderfully chic,
For each one had played the very same trick To visit "LO BRUDDER, MANINGI SICK."
From neighbouring beerhalls other brothers appear
To visit the "brother" and be of good cheer;
And drink the Rufaro— the good African beer.
The laughter and singing and reckless delight,
Keeps time with the clapping, the whole of the night.
At dawn they roll homeward with many a "hie,"
Zhuwao, Antonio, Matemba and Dick
And now all the "BRUDDERS ARE MANINGI SICK."
Constable Munyaradzi
First published in ‘The Outpost’ December 1966 by this poetic Constable.
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